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Why Philosophers Should Care About 
Computational Complexity

Scott Aaronson

One  might  think  that,  once  we  know  something  is  computable,  how 
efficiently it  can be computed is  a practical  question with little further 
philosophical importance. In this essay, I  offer a detailed case that one 
would  be  wrong.  In  particular,  I  argue  that  computational  complexity 
theory—the  field  that  studies  the  resources  (such  as  time,  space,  and 
randomness)  needed  to  solve  computational  problems—leads  to  new 
perspectives (…) the strong AI debate, computationalism, the problem of 
logical  omniscience,  Hume’s  problem  of  induction,  Goodman’s  grue 
riddle, the foundations of quantum mechanics, economic rationality (…).
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Why Cognitive Scientists Should Care About 
Computational Complexity

Iris van Rooij

You may think you need not care much. 

But you’d be wrong. 





Water lilies 

Pick the option closest to your intuition (no calculations 
please).

(1)  Smaller than any below
(2)  Bath tub
(3)  Duck pond
(4)  Soccer field
(5)  Lake
(6)  Sea
(7)  Ocean
(8)  Larger than any above



Water lilies 



Intuitions can be mistaken 



Intuitions can be mistaken 
!

•  Whether!or!not!models!scale!to!the!real!world?!
•  One%may%incorrectly%intuit%that%if%a%model%works%for%a%toy%domain%then%
it%will%work%(approximately)%in%the%real%world.%%

•  What!will!make!models!scale!beEer?!
•  One%may%incorrectly%intuit%that%sa8sficing,%heuris8cs,%modularity,%
extended%cogni8on,%etc.%etc.%can%make%intractable%computa8ons%scale%
(approximately).%%
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What is Intractability? And why is it a problem? 

%“The%computa8ons%postulated%by%a%model%of%cogni8on%need%
to%be%tractable%in%the%real%world%in%which%people%live,%not%only%
in%the%small%world%of%an%experiment%...%This%eliminates%NPM
hard%models%that%lead%to%computa8onal%
explosion.”%(Gigerenzer%et%al.,%2008)%
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Cognitive explanation: 3 Levels of Marr 

Level% Marr’s%levels% Ques8on%

1% Computa8onal% What?%

2% Algorithm% How?%

3% Implementa8on% Realisa8on?%

 i Cognitive   
process o



Cognitive explanation: 3 Levels of Marr 

 i∈I Cognitive   
process    
ƒ : I →O

   o =ƒ(i)

Level% Marr’s%levels% Ques8on%

1% Computa8onal% What?%

2% Algorithm% How?%

3% Implementa8on% Realisa8on?%



Computational-level Models of Cognition 

 input i Cognitive   
process output o



Computational-level Models of Cognition 

 input i Cognitive   
process output o

Bayesian 
inference



Computational-level Models of Cognition 

 input i Cognitive   
process output o

Coherence 
(or Harmony)



Computational-level Models of Cognition 

 input i Cognitive   
process output o

Logical 
abduction

Variables V 
Hypotheses H 

Manifestations M 
Theory T (i.e. 

formula over V)

S such that 
(1)  S & T is 

consistent,
(2)  S & T implies M.



Computational-level Models of Cognition 

 input i Cognitive   
process output o

Fast and 
frugal 

heuristics

  events% ac8ons%
situa8
on% e1% e2% e3% e4% e5% a1% a2% a3% a4%

s1% T F F F T 1 0 0 1 
s2% F T T F F 1 0 1 1 
s2% F F F T F 0 0 0 1 
s3% T T T T F 1 0 0 1 
s4% F T F T F 1 1 1 0 
s5% T T F F F 1 1 1 1 
s6% F F T F F 1 0 0 0 



What is Intractability? And why is it a problem? 

%“The%computa8ons%postulated%by%a%model%of%cogni8on%need%
to%be%tractable%in%the%real%world%in%which%people%live,%not%only%
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Why NP-hard is considered intractable 

NPMhard%func8ons%cannot%be%computed%in%polynomial%8me%
(assuming%P%≠%NP).%Instead%they%require%exponen8al%8me%(or%
worse)%for%their%computa8on,%which%is%why%they%are%considered%
intractable%(in%other%words,%unrealis8c%to%compute%for%all%but%
small%inputs).%%

n" 2n%

5% 0.19%msec%
20% 1.75%min%
50% 8.4%x%102%yrs%
100% 9.4%x%1017%yrs%
1000% 7.9%x%10288%yrs%

n" n2%

5% 0.15%msec%
20% 0.04%sec%
50% 0.25%sec%
100% 1.00%sec%
1000% 1.67%min%
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Invariance Thesis 

polynomial exponential 

Turing Machine Neural Network Quantum 
Computer 

Computational 
Brain Models 

Cellular 
Automata 
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The Problem 

Bayesian%
inference%



The Problem 

Bayesian%
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inference%



Intractability is Ubiquitous  

%“%…it%is%very%widely%assumed%on%induc8ve%grounds%by%those%
who%model%cogni8ve%processes%that%precy%much%any%
interes8ng%computa8onal%problem%is%superMpolynomial%in%the%
worst%case.”%(Samuels,%2005)%

%
%%

%
%%



CogniHve!domain! CogniHve!model! References!

Analogy% StructureMmapping%theory% Gentner%(1985)%

Belief%Fixa8on% Maximum%aposterior%probability% Abdelbar%&%Hedetniemi%(1998)%

Belief%Fixa8on% Constraint%sa8sfac8on% Thagard%(2000)%

Belief%Revision% Default%logic% Reiter%(1980)%

Belief%Revision% Bayesian%belief%upda8ng% Cooper%(1990)%

Categoriza8on% Simplicity%model% Pothos%&%Chater%(2001,%2002)%

DecisionMmaking% Bayesian%decisionMmaking% Dayan%&%Daw%(2008)%

DecisionMmaking% Subset%choice% van%Rooij%et%al.%(2005)%

Language% Grammar%learning% Ristad%(1990)%

Network%learning% Weight%assignment% Judd%(1990)%

Network%secling% Harmony%maximiza8on% Bruck%&%Goodman%(1990)%

Planning% STRIPS% Bylander%(1994)%

Similarity% Representa8onal%Distor8on% Hahn%et%al.%(2005)%

Vision% Structural%informa8on%theory% van%der%Helm%(2004)%

Vision% BocomMup%visual%matching% Tsotsos%(1991)%

Table!1.!Examples!of!(purportedly)!intractable!!
computaHonalPlevel!theories!
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How have cognitive scientists (not) been 
dealing with intractability? 

•  “Figure%poin8ng”%
•  Framework%rejec8on%

%%%
%

van%Rooij%(2008)%Cogni've"Science%
van%Rooij%(2015)%Proceedings"of"CogSci2015.%

%
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SELECTOR

HEURISTIC 1

HEURISTIC 2

HEURISTIC 3

HEURISTIC 4

c3 = F

c4 = F

c 4
=

T

Figure 2: The adaptive toolbox selector and heuristics as
fast and frugal trees. The selector is represented by the or-
ange nodes. The tree is traversed from left to right (select-
ing a heuristic) and from top to bottom (executing a heuris-
tic). For instance, let’s assume a situation such that c4(“it
is sunny outside”) = F , ¬c2(“I have not read any book in a
while”) = T , and c5(‘my favorite book is on the shelf”) = T ;
in such a case the action a2 = “read the book” will be exe-
cuted. Note that when the last cue of the selector (c3) returns
false, the first heuristic is executed by default.

Part 1: Search space and location-sensitivity

Let’s assume a simple environment (10 events, 50 actions).2

For the purpose of the analysis we use the simplification that
environments are structured such that at least one adaptive
toolbox would be able to act perfectly in it. Then there
are 210 = 1024 situations an individual may encounter dur-
ing its lifetime (see section Environment). Further, let’s as-
sume a simple toolbox of a size 12 = 3 (number of selector
cues) + (3 (number of heuristics) × 3 (number of cue/action
pairs in each heuristic)). The number of all possible differ-
ent toolboxes is 1012(cues)×509(actions) = 1027. Let’s con-
sider a toolbox to be ecologically rational if it performs ac-
tions which are more often right than wrong. Given that we
define the fitness score as the proportion of the number of sit-
uations in which a toolbox executes a correct action to the
total number of all possible situations, the fitness is in a range
0 to 1 inclusive, and a score of ≥ 0.5 indicates ecological ra-
tionality.

Table 1a represents a toolbox of size 12. We set the prob-
ability of a given cue being true or false to 0.5. That means
that for the first cue of the selector (S1 in the Table 1a) there
is a 50% chance that it will be true (and the first heuristic will
be executed) and 50% chance that it will be false (and the
next selector (S2) cue will be evaluated). We can now esti-
mate the degree to which cues and actions contribute to the
toolbox’s fitness as a function of their location in the toolbox.

2Here, 50 actions may seem like a lot, but taking into account
the number of different things one can do e.g. with any given object
(grasp it, throw it, squeeze, cut it, etc.) it is actually a moderate
estimate.

(a)

S1 S2 S3

H1:C1 H1:A1 H2:C1 H2:A1 H3:C1 H3:A1
H1:C2 H1:A2 H2:C2 H2:A2 H3:C2 H3:A2
H1:C3 H1:A3 H2:C3 H2:A3 H3:C3 H3:A3

(b)

50% 25% 12.5%

25% 25% 12.5% 12.5% 6.25% 6.25%
12.5% 12.5% 6.25% 6.25% 3.125% 3.125%
6.25% 6.25% 3.125% 3.125% 1.6% 1.6%

Table 1: (a) A schematic representation of a toolbox of size
12. In this toolbox, S1 is the first selector cue, H1:X is the
first heuristic, H1:C1 is the first heuristic cue and H1:A1 is
the first action in the first heuristic. (b) A representation of
contribution of cues and actions to fitness depending on the
their locations in a toolbox. The blue color indicates the min-
imal requirement for an ecologically rational toolbox.

If the first selector cue (S1 in Table 1a), the first heuristic cue
(H1:C1) and the first action of the first heuristic (H1:A1) are
correct,3 that already ensures performing a correct action in
256 situations (25% of a total number of 1024 situations) and
it is worth 25% of the overall fitness score (see Table 1b).

Given these dependencies, it is enough for a toolbox to
have three actions and five cues correct in order to reach
the 0.5 score of fitness (see Table 1b). The search space
for mapping three actions to five cues is of size 503 × 105 =
1010. This number holds given the assumption of equally dis-
tributed chances for a cue being true or false. In case one
takes, say, a 1:10 ratio instead, the first action (H1:A1) is no
longer worth 25% of fitness, but only 1%, which makes the
search space grow drastically.

Part 2: Probabilities

Given the size of the search space for adaptive toolboxes,
what is the probability that a random process–à la mutation
and crossover–generates a toolbox of a certain level of fit-
ness? To estimate these probabilities, we considered the fit-
ness scores of any toolbox with cues and actions at each po-
sition of the toolbox being either correct or incorrect. Only a
correct action can positively contribute to the overall fitness
score of the toolbox. If all cues leading to this action are also
correct, it increases the fitness by the relative probability of
this action being executed. For example, if H1:A2 is correct
and all of the cues S1, H1:C1 and H1:C2 are as well, the fit-
ness of the toolbox is increased by the corresponding 12.5%
points (see Table 1). However, if one of the cues leading to
this action is incorrect, it will be executed in half of the cases.
If two cues are incorrect, only in a quarter of the the cases
will the action be executed, and so on. Given the total number
of actions and cues, the correct actions only occur in 2%, and
correct cues in 10% of all possible toolboxes. That means that

3Note that, if for instance, the first heuristic cue (H1:C1, Table
1a) is incorrect (e.g., instead of C1, there is C3; and they are both
either true or false), then it can still lead to execution of the first, and
say, correct action (H1:A1). However, in half of the cases, where
those cues are either true and false or false and true, that will not
lead to execution of correct (H1:A1) action.
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How have cognitive scientists have (not) been 
dealing with intractability? 

•  AverageMcase%Objec8on%
•  SuperMhuman%Objec8on%
•  Parallelism%Objec8on%
•  Quantum%Compu8ng%Objec8on%
•  HeurisHcs!ObjecHon!!
•  ApproximaHon!ObjecHon!
•  etc.%etc.%etc.%

%van%Rooij%(2008)%Cogni've"Science%
van%Rooij%et%al.%(2012)%Synthese.%

%
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input%i% intractable%
func8on%f% output%o%=%f(i)%

input%i% tractable%
heuris8c%H% output%H(i)%≠%f(i)%
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Heuristics: The Wrong Way of Coping 
inconsistent%



input%i% intractable%
func8on%f% output%o%=%f(i)%

input%i% tractable%
algorithm%A% output%A(i)%≈%f(i)%

AlgorithmicMlevel%

Computa8onalMlevel%

Approximation as a Coping Strategy 
consistent%



Approximation is often also intractable 
 
 
 
Approxima8ng%Bayesian%inference%is%intractable,%e.g.,%the%
following%senses:%

%
• Compu8ng%a%truth%assignment%that%has%close%to%
maximal%probability%is%NPMhard%(Kwisthout,%2011)%%

• Compu8ng%a%truth%assignment%with%a%posterior%
probability%of%at%least%q%for%any%value%0%<%q%<%1%is%NPM
hard.%(Kwisthout,%2011)%%

• Compu8ng%a%truth%assignment%that%resembles%the%most%
probable%truth%assignment%is%NPMhard%(Kwisthout,%2014)%



How could cognitive scientists be dealing with 
intractability? 
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%%
%%%% %Step%1.%%Iden8fy%parameters%of%the%model%that%are%
sources%of%intractability.%%

%
%exp(n)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exp(k1,!k2,!…km)poly(n)!

%
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%
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%
%

What!parameters!can!you!think!of?!
%
%
%
%
%
%%

%
%
%
%
%
%
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%Step%3%(valida8on):%Verify%that%the%constraints%hold%for%
humans%in%realMlife%situa8ons,%and%test%in%lab%if%
performance%breaks%down%when%parameters%are%large.%%%
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The parameterized approach to dealing with 
intractability 



Conclusions 
!

Cogni8ve%Scien8sts%Should%Care%about%Computa8onal%Complexity%%

Why?!!
!
1.  Intractability%prohibits%models%to%scale%to%the%real%world.%%

2.  Our%intui8ons%about%intractability%can%be%wrong.%
3.  We%need%the%formal%tools%from%computa8onal%complexity%

theory%to%verify%our%intui8ons%and%constrain%our%models.%%
!

%
%



Thank You! 
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!
!
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